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Introduction

Beverage solutions
In the competitive and consolidating beer and soft
drinks market, building strong brands is the key to
success. Communicating your brand at point of sale is
crucial to your efforts in marketing. Schoeller Allibert,
the market leader in beverage returnable systems,
has the right solution.
Schoeller Allibert produces crates for great brands
like Heineken, Radeberger, Coca Cola, Foster’s and
Warsteiner. By creating visually appealing crates
for point of sale identity, and by including consumer
ergonomics in our designs, we give our customers an
edge in positioning their brands. Nearly all important
developments in the field of beverage crates have
originated in our company. Our crates improve user
experience and help building strong brands through
customer loyalty.
Besides a variety of beverage crates, Schoeller Allibert
offers logistic products developed for the beverage industry. We provide pallets, bottle carriers and
similar products to facilitate the transportation of
your beverages.
For larger volumes of liquids we recommend our
Combo IBC Container. We have a comprehensive
range of storage containers for parts such as crown
caps, preforms or labels. Our beverage solutions
all assist in the reduction of material, energy and
distribution costs.
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Beverage packaging solutions
that promote your brand

Beverage crates
Our beverage crates offer added value to your product

A suitable crate for your brand

in logistics, point-of-sales promotion and for your

Thanks to our expertise and the variety of our product

customer. Our technological solutions create great

range, we are confident we can identify a suitable

design options for beverage crates, resulting in more

crate for your brand. If you cannot find a crate among

marketing opportunities: from high quality decoration

our existing range, we will work together with you to

and gadgets to accelerated promotions. Choosing a

develop a new one. We have the design and system ex-

beverage crate is an important decision and there

pertise to develop unique solutions for our customers.

are many parameters that need to be considered.
Adaptation of standard crates
The brand experience

Our range of standard solutions can also be adapted

Our beverage crates are an important marketing tool

to your needs. This is a cost-effective way of getting

for beverage brands. A beverage crate contributes to

a unique distribution solution, since no new

brand awareness. Strong brands are built through

moulds are needed.

customer experience, and the design of a crate
forms an important part of your customers' opinions

Our technical design department will work with your

about your brand.

requirements to guarantee the most appropriate
specifications. Product testing in the design phase

Design for positioning and visibility

ensures safety, stability and durability of the crate.

Colors, shapes and textures all help to build your
product's visual identity. A distinctive crate grabs the

Environmentally friendly

attention of your target group. At Schoeller Allibert,

Our bottle crates are fully returnable. With a lifespan

we continually innovate design options like two-color

of more than ten years, they are truly environmen-

design, full-content display, embossing and finishing.

tally-friendly. Thanks to our expertise in recycling,

Labels can be printed in an array of vivid colors. In-

we are able to produce 60 to 70% of our products

mould labels enable the use of photographic images

from regranulated material.

and are becoming increasingly popular. Different crate
materials and color combinations are possible, inside
and out. Rational design features like soft-touch grips
facilitate crate handling.
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Bottle Guard
Beverage Crates

Beverage crates

Veltins 24 x 0.33l

Radeberger 20 x 0.5l

The Veltins crate is characterized by a concise,

Our new two-color technology, used for the first

functional design. After a two-year period of de-

time in the Radeberger crate, makes an entirely

velopment, the Porsche Design agency designed a

new crate design possible. Elements of your logo,

crate of unique appearance, with rounded corner

embossed as a relief, will strikingly highlight the ap-

bars, wide opened hand grips and a distinctive two-

pearance of your crate. Creative accents are set

color design.

using matte textures and smoothly polished surfaces.

It was a big technical challenge to implement this

This beautiful two-colored packaging was achieved

concept: three plastic components have to be pro-

using a two-component injection moulding process

cessed to get the desired design. The resulting crate

on the inside face of the crate. The crates' smooth

shows that multi-component injection moulding is

inner surfaces glow like red velvet, cutting a high-

not only applied for functional components, like the

quality dash. This conspicuous two-color design

handles. This technology is now used as a creative

will present each brand in a striking way and differ-

tool: it sets a counterpoint to the colorful in-mould

entiate it from its competitors.

label crates.

Bottle Guard
Beverage Crates

Jupiler 24 x 25cl

This crate is designed for the Belgian beer brand
Jupiler. Jupiler’s specifications called for a bottle
crate resembling a ‘toolbox’. It was to act as a functional transport container that appealed primarily
to male consumers. The angular new crate design
has a protective ring that lends it a solid, stable
appearance. It has a central handle which is sprayed
with a soft plastic coating like many tool handles.
The crate also features structural elements permitting the use of a pre-printed sleeve foil section over
the crate, upon which product information or advertising messages can be communicated.
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Bottle Guard
Beverage Crates

Legenda
Ext. = External dimensions/mm

Black 930 / Ral 9005

BottleGuard
1200 x 1000

Item number

Dimensions/Definition

Weight

Pack unit/
Truck load

Static load/
Dyn. load

1916.008

Ext. 1200 x 1000 x 423

18.3 Kg

7

1750 Kg

128

160 Kg

8

1750 Kg

156

160 Kg

BottleGuard Eight High

1917.008

Ext. 1200 x 1000 x 380
BottleGuard Eight Low

17.8 Kg

Color / Material

Bottle Guard
Beverage Crates

Beverage logistics products
Besides a variety of crates, Schoeller Allibert also
offers logistics products specifically developed for
the beverage industry, such as bottle carriers and
fluid packaging.
We offer alternatives to existing solutions like steel
barrels and shrink-wrap packaging. Compared to traditional transport solutions, our innovative products
Keykeg and Bottle Carrier assist in the reduction of
material, energy and distribution costs.
Larger volumes
For the transportation of larger volumes of liquids,
such as fruit juice concentrates, we recommend our
Combo IBC Container. Our Bottleguard product is an
ideal warehouse and transport system for 19-liter
capacity water bottles.
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Information

Case study: Heineken
The

Heineken

brand,

world’s

most

international premium beer brand is

valuable

available in

almost every country around the globe. However,
in Germany, a truly beer-loving country, national
legislation protects local brands, leaving brewers
such as Heineken waiting at the border.
In 2009, the market was finally opened. This meant
that Heineken needed a market introduction as
soon as possible, although it had no packaging, no
transport and no storage in place. Heineken decided on having all new crates in-store within three
months, containing their standard 33cl bottle.
Schoeller

Allibert

proposed

the

Exclusive

2433 crate, an existing product with in-mould
labelling (IML) for branding power and also suitable
for six-packs. This solution ensured a quick time to
market and substantial savings in mould development. The crate fitted the bottling line at Heineken
‘s Hertogenbosch and was already a standard in the
German market. The launch was successful: brand
awareness increased rapidly and in 2010 Heineken
doubled its 2009 market share.

DO YOU WANT TO
KNOW MORE?
Please visit our website www.schoellerallibert.com
You will find there:
• 	 All detailed product specifications and examples
of applications by market
• 	Our returnable packaging 360° solutions for
your own end use
• 	 Our corporate, market and product brochures
you can upload
• 	 Schoeller Allibert Quality and environment
policy worldwide
• 	 Our services, renting and recycling solutions offer
• 	And much more …
Please contact your local Schoeller Allibert
Company for further information or to order our 8
product brochures:

